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Lateral response of piers in sloping soil profiles 

La réponse des piles dans des profils de sols en pente

MAGABR, Research Fellow, Norwegian Geotechnical Institute, Norway 

R.H.BORDEN, Associate Professor, North Carolina State University, USA

SYNOPSIS: A three dimensional force equilibrium model is used to derive a theoretical solution for the 
ultimate lateral capacity of piers constructed in sloping ground surface profiles. The model is vali
dated using the results of five full scale load tests. Capacities predicted accounting for the slope 
effect were within ± 15% of the measured capacities. On the other hand, predictions made ignoring the 
presence of the slope overpredicted the measured capacities by as much as 50%.

INTRODUCTION

In many practical situations, laterally loaded 
piers employed to support bridge abutments, 
light poles and highway overhead signs are 
constructed on cut slopes or compacted sloping 
embankments. One of the common techniques for 
the analysis of laterally loaded piers is the 
Winkler approach in which the soil-pier 
interaction mechanism is represented by relating 
the pier deflection to the soil pressure, 
through a coefficient of subgrade reaction, 
referred to as kj,. The subgrade reaction concept 
is a rational approach which practically 
facilitates the inclusion of various factors 
which influence the solution, such as non-lin- 
earity and variation of soil properties with 
depth. A solution based on the subgrade reaction 
approach requires the definition of soil pier 
load-deflection characteristics, usually 
referred to as p-y curves. In general, the shape 
of a p-y curve is defined by the coefficient of 
lateral subgrade reaction, kh, and the ultimate 
soil resistance, Pu.

This paper presents a theoretical formulation 
for the ultimate soil resistance as a function 
of depth for piers constructed in soil profiles 
with sloping ground surfaces. The model utilizes 
a linear strength envelope and accomodates the 
presence of a cohesion intercept. A C-0 soil 
representation is practically significant for 
partially saturated residual soil profiles. 
These soils have negative pore pressures which 
are manifested as an apparent cohesion in total 
stress analyses.

A three-dimensional force equilibrium technique 
is used to derive the ultimate lateral 
resistance expression. The developed formulas 
were mathematically simplified by lumping the 
constant terms and defining them as individual 
parameters. The general applicability of the 
developed model is demonstrated by using the 
computer program "LTBASE”, in which the slope 
model is incorporated, to predict the field 
behavior of five full scale lateral load tests.

FORMULATION OF THE ULTIMATE RESISTANCE

An ultimate lateral resistance expression for a 
pier constructed in a cohesionless soil with 
horizontal ground surface was presented by 
Reese(1962). In the formulation, two types of 
soil resistance were assumed to exist. Near the 
ground surface, a passive wedge provides the 
lateral resistance, while at a greater depth, 
the failure mechanism assumes a flow pattern 
where the soil tends to flow horizontally around 
the pier. A similar analysis principle is 
followed in this study to derive the expression 
for the sloping ground surface. While the 
presence of the ground slope will influence the 
mobilized passive resistance near the ground 
surface, the flow failure pattern taking place 
at a greater depth is not expected to occur for 
a rigid pier having a relatively short length. 
The following assumptions are made to facilitate 
the derivation of the ultimate resistance near 
the ground surface:

1. The pier is assumed to be a non-yielding 
rigid cylinder moving into the soil. The soil in 
front of the pier, Figure 1, is compressed 
laterally until passive state is developed, 
while soil in the back is expanded laterally 
until active state is developed.

2. The lateral earth pressure on planes DEA 
and CFB, Figure 1, is assumed to be comparable 
to the at-rest pressure.

3. Vertical displacements are negligible 
compared to lateral movement and the pier is 
assumed to be frictionless.

The lateral soil resistance, Pu, is derived by 
considering the pier as a translating cylinder 
moving into the soil. The force resisting the 
lateral movement of the circular cylinder is 
computed based on the wedge shown in Figure 1. 
Experiments have shown that the assumption of 
flat plane failure surfaces results in a 
reasonable representation of Pu, after Reese 
(1962). The ground surface is assumed to have a 
slope angle, 6, as shown in Figure 1. The angle,

ii, which defines the size of the displaced 
wedge in front of the pier, is assumed to have a 

maximum value of 0. Results of experiments with 

flat plates in sand suggest that the angle il is 
a function of the void ratio with its value
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ranging from (1/3-1/2J0 for loose sand to 0 for 
dense sand, after Bowman (1958) . The total 
lateral resisting force is obtained by summing 
the resisting forces on planes EABF, DEA, and 
CFB, shown in Figure 1, in the lateral 
direction. The derivation of the lateral 
resistance expression is as follows:

Planp EABF
Referring to Figure 2, and assuming that the 
failure surface EG is inclined at an angle P to 
the horizontal, the following parameters are 
defined:

Assuming that the average value of the failure 
stresses, Of and Tf for the wedge DGE, Figure 2, 
can be approximately evaluated by dividing the

H tanP

Figure 2. Wedge Considered in Equilibrium 
Analysis

resisting forces T and N by the length of the 
failure plane EG, the expressions for Of and Tf 
can be written as:

Of ■ C Xl + yH X.2 [8]

Tf = c + Of tan<|> = C(l+ Xltan<)>) + YH X2tan(|> [9]

where: X.1 = K1 K,

Figure 1. Assumed Failure Wedge With Plane 
Failure Surface

w =
Y H tanft

2(tan0tanp + 1)
[3]

Based on the assumed failure plane, and 
satisfying the failure conditions, the force T 
is expressed as:

T =
C H

cosP+ tan tìs in fJ
+ N tan0 [4)

where C is the soil cohesion. Setting equation
[4] equal to equation [1] and substituting for W 
by the expression given in equation [3], Pp can 
be expressed as follows:

Pp = C H Kpc + (Y Hz/2) Kp<,

where:

K = - 
pc

K =

(tan0sinp+cosp) (sinp-cosptan0) 

tanP (cosp+sinptanifr)

p$ (tan0tanp+l) (sinp-cosptan<(>)

[5]

[6] 

[7 ]

pc

X2 = f -  <Kp* + — >
2 P* cosP 

cosp (ta n0 s inP + cosP )
K1 — "

[10]

[in

[12]

K2 = (tanpsinp) / (tanOtanp + 1) ; and, [13]

KpC and Kp,), are defined in equations [6] and [7] 
respectively. The force component, Fl, resisting 
the lateral movement of the pier and acting on 
the inclined plane EABF is expressed as:

FL = |  O f cosp dA + |Tf s in P  dA [14]

Referring to Figure 3, dA is defined as:

dA = {b + 2taniltanp (Hl-z) }secP  dz [15]

Substituting the expressions for Of, Tf and dA 
in equation [14], performing the integration, 
and differentiating the resulting expression 
with respect to depth, the lateral resistance 
per unit length of the pier, fL, from plane EABF 
can be expressed as:

fL = YH{ (H Si«,) + (b S24,) } + 

C{ (H S ic )  + (b S2c) } [16]

T = Pp sinP- W cosP [1]

N = Pp cosP+ W sinp [2]
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where :

X2 ta n f l ta n p  

( ta n 8 ta n p + l)  2 

(2tan<|>tanP) )

{ (tan6tanp+l) (3+4tan0tanP) -

[17]

HI taniitanP

Figure 3. Elevation View of Inclined Plane EABF

2X2

2^ ta n 8 ta n p + l
(1 +tan 0) [181

S, = — —  tan^ tanP { Xl (l+2tan9tan2p + tanp) + 
( ta n 8 ta nP + l)

s2c = Xi  +

2 ta np  (ta nO tan p+ l) -  tanP  }

1 + X l tan(|>

[19]

ta n 0 ta n p + l
[20]

Side Planes EAD and FBC
Referring to Figure 1, the resistance per unit 
depth due to the two side planes is expressed 
as:

fs = 3y K0 H2 S3» + 2C H S3C 

where :

[21]

< ta n 0 -  ta n f l )  (tanP  -
ta n *P ta n 3.8 + t a n 3p ta n 28  ̂

( ta nP ta n 8 + l)  3

[22]

S3c = t a n P  -
t a n 3P tan28 + ta n 2p tan0  

( ta n P ta n 8 + l)2
[23]

Total Rsnlst-anrp. Pn
Summing the resistance from the two side planes 
and the front inclind plane, the total lateral 
resistance is then given by:

Pu = Y« <H(Si*+ 3K0S 3») + bS2«, - KAb} + 
C{H(Sic + 2S3c) + bS2c - 2bKA0-5 ) [24]

where: K* = Coefficient of active earth 
pressure, and, K0 = Coefficient of at-rest 

pressure. The value of the angle P is the one

corresponding to the most critical plane along 
which the lateral resistance is minimum. The 
angle P can be evaluated by setting the 
differential quotient of equation [24] with 
respect to P equal to zero. However, with the 
aid of today's powerful computers, an iterative 
procedure is used as an expedient alternative in 
the evaluation of p.

VALIDATION OF THE SLOPE MODEL

The results of five field load tests were used 
to investigate the reliability of the developed 
slope model. One of the test piers was embedded 
in a cohesionless soil and constructed on the 
edge of a highway embankment with side slope of
3.5 horizontal to 1.0 vertical. The other four 
piers were constructed in a residual soil 
profile having a 2 . 2 horizontal to 1 vertical 
slope. The test piers were subjected to 
overturning moment by the application of a 
lateral load at the top of a 30' (9.15m) column.

Predictions of the lateral load-deflection 
response of the test piers were performed using 
the computer program "LTBASE". LTBASE 
incorporates the developed ultimate resistance 
theoretical expression and a procedure to 
account for the influence of the resistance 
mobilized at the pier tip on the predicted load- 
deflection response. Detailed presentation of 
the load test results is given elsewhere,(Borden 
and Gabr,1987).

The analysis of pier #1 was performed using an 
average friction angle, 0, of 40°, obtained from 
cone penetration tests. For the residual soil 
site, the results of unconsolidated undrained 
(UU) triaxial tests on both block samples and 
Shelby tube samples, indicated total shear 
strength envelopes represented by a friction 
angle of 25° and a cohesion intercept ranging 
from 4.5 to 9 psi (31 to 62 kPa) The 
coefficients of lateral subgrade reaction, kh, 
were chosen according to values recommended by 
Reese and Allen (1984). The coefficient of 
vertical subgrade reaction, kV( was determined 
by dividing the ultimate axial capacity at the 
base of each pier, evaluated using Kulhawy's 
theory (1984), by 10% of the pier diameter. The 
p-y curves used as input data for the computer 
program "LTBASE" were formulated following the 
procedure recommended by Reese and Allen (1984). 
According to this procedure, the magnitude of 
the soil resistance is mainly defined by the 
value of ultimate lateral resistance, Pu. To 
include the slope effect, Pu was computed using 
the slope model presented. It is realized that 
the shape of the p-y curve, based on this 
procedure, was developed for cohesionless soils, 
while four of the tested piers were constructed 
in a residual soil. However, because these 
soils are composed of predominantly coarse 
grained particles, and due to the relatively low 
cohesion values, it is proposed that these soils 
could also be modeled according to this 
procedure. Soil properties used in the analysis 
and dimensions of each of the test piers are 
given in Table I.
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TABLE I. SOIL PROPERTIES AND PIER DIMENSIONS

Pier 
:;o.

Dimensions 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

C 0
J .

kv
DCÌ

^ho
pci

Length 
Above G .S

l 3' x 7’ 40 215 225 0.0'
2 2 ’ x 8' 9 25 270 225 1.4'
3 2' x 6' 9 25 240 225 2.0'
4 2' x 8' 4.5 25 270 225 2.0'
5 2' x 6' 4 . 5 - 2 5 . _240 225 2.5'..

1 ft=.305m, 1 psi=6.896 kPa and 1 pci=.271 MN/m3 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The predicted versus measured responses at 1 and
2 degrees rotation for the five test piers are 
presented in Figures 4 and 5.

n 1 ° ROT AT ION  

• 2 °  ROT AT ION
JNCLVDEP

160

MEASURED MOMENT CAPACITY (K-FT)

Figure 4.Measured versus Predicted Capacity 
(1 kip-ft = 1.36 kN-m)

general, at 2° rotation , predictions ignoring 
the slope presence overpredicted the measured 
response by as much as 50%. At 1° rotation, the 
inclusion of the slope model did not result in a 
significant difference in lateral capacity in 
comparison to the horizontal ground surface 
formulation, as shown for piers #3 and #5. This 
is the result of using the same kj, values for 
both predictions in the absence of available 
values for sloping soil profiles. At small 
deflections, the soil resistance is mostly 
governed by the value of kh used in the 
analysis. For the 6 ft piers, a 1° rotation 
represents a deformation of 0.83" ( 21 mm).

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The slope model presented in this paper can be 
used in the construction of p-y curves for piers 
constructed in soil profiles with sloping ground 
surfaces. Good results were obtained when the 
developed slope model, implemented in the 
computer program LTBASE, was used to predict the 
field behavior of five test piers. The 
predictions accounting for the slope effect were 
within ±15% of the measured responses. 
Predictions made ignoring the slope presence 
overpredicted the measured response by as much 
as 50%. While experiments suggest that plane 
failure surfaces provide a reasonable 
representation of Pu in cohesionless soil and 
while this might still hold true for C-<(> soil 
with a moderate C value, the failure surface 
mighi be expected to be curved in cohesive 
soils. Therefore, the validity of this model 
for use in clay is yet to be investigated.
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